PHP Developer
Darmstadt

The ADH is an expert in commercial leases. We specialize in the requirements of statistic trading, logistics
and service companies. Our service profile includes strategy and service offerings for the management
of rental and property objects.

WE ARE SEEKING
a PHP Developer who is passionate about the latest web technologies. An ideal candidate cares about
the impact and usability of the application to the end users, is attentive to details when it comes to
application design and code quality, and is a quick learner of the application, tools and technologies.
YOUR JOB
 involve in requirement analysis, design and development
 write clean and robust code as per internal and industry standards guidelines
 analyse and solve complex performance problems and architectural challenges
WE EXPECT
 demonstrable experience on LAMP stack
 knowledge of object oriented PHP programming
 familiarity with limitations of PHP as a platform and its workarounds
 demonstrable skills with HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX and MySQL
 understanding the fully synchronous behaviour of PHP
 exposure to responsive web design
 experience in agile project development
 excellent communication skills and attention to detail
 nice to have: Linux, GIT repository experience, German language skills
WHAT YOU GET
 Collaboration in a dedicated team
 diverse and varied tasks
 training opportunities
 performance-related salary
 secure workplace in an expanding service company
 first impressions: https://adh.immo/karriere/

WE LOOK FORWARD
to receiving your detailed application, preferably by email to Bewerbung@ADH.immo, your contact person is Nicolle Tkocz. Please note that only e-mail attachments as PDF files with a maximum size of 3MB
can be processed. We ask for your understanding that we can process and respond to mail applications
faster than postal applications.

ADH Deutschland GmbH
Ludwigsplatz 6b
D-64283 Darmstadt
Tel.: 0 61 51.787 48-35
E-Mail: bewerbung@ADH.immo
Ansprechpartner: Nicolle Tkocz
The job title does not mean the male variant, but stands for the gender-neutral designation of the profession according to wikipedia. People are welcome, regardless of gender, origin, sexual orientation and religion.

